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ABSTRACT

SUMMARY: Third window abnormalities are defects in the integrity of the bony structure of the inner ear, classically producing sound-/pressure-induced vertigo (Tullio and Hennebert signs) and/or a low-frequency air-bone gap by audiometry. Specific anatomic defects include semicircular canal dehiscence, perilabyrinthine fistula, enlarged vestibular aqueduct, dehiscence of the scala vestibuli side of the cochlea, X-linked stapes gusher, and bone dyscrasias. We discuss these various entities and provide key examples from our institutional teaching file with a discussion of symptomatology, temporal bone CT, audiometry, and vestibular-evoked myogenic potentials.

ABBREVIATIONS:

EVAS = enlarged vestibular aqueduct syndrome
SSCCD = superior semicircular canal dehiscence

THird window abnormalities are defects in the integrity of the bony structure of the inner ear, first described by Minor et al in 1998.1 In 2008, Merchant and Rosowski2 proposed a universal theory for the underlying mechanism of hearing loss accompanying these defects. Normal sound conduction is transmitted through the oval and round windows, which serve as fluid interfaces between air in the middle ear and perilymphatic fluid spaces of the inner ear. Various conditions can enlarge existing bony channels or create additional defects in the bony labyrinth, producing hydrodynamic third windows. Potential third windows include bony dehiscence of the semicircular canals, enlargement of the opening of the vestibular aqueduct, dehiscence of the scala vestibuli side of the cochlea, and abnormal bony thinning between the cochlea and vascular channels. At audiometry, there is a characteristic low-frequency air-bone gap due to decreased air conduction and increased bone conduction.2

Figure 1A illustrates the mechanism of air-conducted sound in normal ears, and Fig 1B demonstrates how third window shunting effects decrease air conduction. The 2 physiologic windows between the middle and inner ear are the oval window, which transmits vibrations from the auditory ossicles, and the round window of the cochlea. With air conduction, there is physiologic entrainment of the oval and round windows due to coupling by incompressible perilymph. Pressure differences between the cochlear perilymphatic spaces activate hair cells and create the perception of sound. In the presence of a third window, incoming acoustic energy from the oval window is shunted away, decreasing transmission to the round window. This result reduces sound perception because less acoustic energy is available to the hair cells.

In contrast, Fig 1C illustrates the mechanism of bone-conducted sound in normal ears, and Fig 1D demonstrates how third window shunting effects paradoxically increase bone conduction. With bone conduction, vibrations throughout the otic capsule produce differential outward motion of the oval and round windows, due to unequal impedance of these 2 structures. The pressure difference across the basilar membrane creates the perception of sound. The presence of a third window involving the semicircular canals, vestibular aqueduct, or scala vestibuli side of the cochlea lowers the apparent impedance. This feature has the opposite effect of increasing sound perception in proportion to the differential acoustic energy across the basilar membrane.2

In this article, we discuss the spectrum of third window abnormalities, including superior semicircular canal dehiscence (SSCCD), posterior semicircular canal dehiscence, perilabyrinthine fistula, enlarged vestibular aqueduct, X-linked stapes gusher, and bone dyscrasias. We review the literature for each disease entity and provide key examples from our institutional teaching file with...
Fig 1. Mechanisms of air- and bone-conducted sound in healthy and third window anatomy. A. Normal air conduction. Vibrations of the tympanic membrane are transmitted inward through the auditory ossicles and oval window. Energy is then conducted through the incompressible perilymph, producing equal and outward motion of the round window. The difference in vibration between the oval and round windows generates a pressure gradient across the basilar membrane, activating hair cells and creating the perception of sound. B. Decreased air conduction in third window anatomy. Due to shunting across third windows (semicircular canal dehiscence [SCCD], EVAS, cochlear dehiscence), there is decreased energy transmission from the oval window to the round window. The decrease in pressure gradient across the basilar membrane yields reduced sound perception. C. Normal bone conduction. Vibrations are transmitted throughout the otic capsule. This transmission results in differential outward motion of the oval and round windows due to unequal impedance of these 2 structures. The resulting pressure difference across the basilar membrane enables sound perception. D. Increased bone conduction in third window anatomy. Due to shunting across third windows, there is decreased motion of the oval window on the scala vestibuli side of the cochlea. However, the motion of the round window on the scala tympani side is unchanged. This phenomenon artifactually elevates the pressure difference across the basilar membrane, resulting in increased sound perception. TM indicates tympanic membrane; yellow, auditory ossicles; beige, otic capsule; red, oval window; green, round window; blue, perilymph; purple, basilar membrane. Adapted with permission from Merchant SN, Rosowski JJ. Conductive hearing loss caused by third window lesions of the inner ear. Otol Neurotol 2008;29:282–89.

Fig 2. Temporal bone CT in the Pöschl (A) and Stenvers (B) planes demonstrating a large defect (arrows) in the roof of the right superior semicircular canal. C. Temporal bone CT Pöschl reconstruction demonstrates dehiscence of the left superior semicircular canal (arrow) into the superior petrosal sinus (S).

Fig 3. A. Audiogram of the right superior semicircular canal dehiscence with increased bone conduction (brackets) and decreased air conduction (crosses). The air-bone gap exceeds 10 dB at low sound frequencies (<1 kHz), the range at which acoustic energy is readily dissipated (described in the text). B. Audiogram of left superior semicircular canal dehiscence into the superior petrosal sinus. There is increased bone conduction (brackets) and decreased air conduction (circles), similar to typical SCCD.
discussion of symptomatology, temporal bone CT, audiometry, and vestibular-evoked myogenic potentials.

**Superior Semicircular Canal Dehiscence**

Superior semicircular canal dehiscence refers to focal loss of the bony wall of the superior semicircular canal. The prevalence is reported as 2.1%–10.7% on temporal bone CT and 0.5%–0.6% at postmortem studies. SSCCD is idiopathic, though the proposed risk factors include congenital underdevelopment of bone overlying the semicircular canal, shear stress from trauma, increased pressure due to Valsalva maneuvers, and gradual erosion by vascular pulsations. A special subset of SSCCD involves dehiscence of the superior semicircular canal into the superior petrosal sinus, which normally grooves the superior margin of the petrous portion of the temporal bone. Neurovascular foramina can serve as potential windows between the middle and inner ear but are normally not associated with abnormalities of sound transmission due to their small cross-sectional area. Vascular abnormalities that enlarge the foramina and/or communicate with the bony labyrinth can produce clinically significant acoustic dissipation. It is theorized that acoustic decompression through the dura mater acts as a third window equivalent, permitting shunting of acoustic energy into the subarachnoid space or into the vessel itself.

Patients with SSCCD typically present with vertigo and nystagmus induced by loud noises (Tullio phenomenon) or increases in external auditory canal pressure (Hennebert sign). High-resolution temporal bone CT images (maximum thickness, 0.5–0.625 mm) should be evaluated to avoid volume averaging, which can obscure a focal osseous defect. Multiplanar reconstructions and reformat parallel to (Pöschl plane) and perpendicular to (Stenvers plane) the superior semicircular canal are used to demonstrate the dehiscence to best advantage. At audiometry, a characteristic air-bone gap results from increased bone and decreased air conduction. This phenomenon occurs most significantly at lower sound frequencies (below 1 kHz), a range at which acoustic energy is readily dissipated (Fig 3). At higher frequencies, there is a small or no gap because proportionally less acoustic energy is shunted by the third window. Vestibular-evoked myogenic potential testing may show abnormally low response thresholds on the side of pathology. The effective impedance is reduced; this reduction results in increased transmission of acoustic energy at the saccule (Fig 4). Because middle ear pathology can also produce an air-bone gap, tympanometry and acoustic reflexes may be tested to verify that the air-bone gap does not result from an inefficient middle ear.

At Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary, 116 patients (161 ears) with SSCCD were included in the teaching file from 2000 to 2011. Of these, 5/161 ears demonstrated dehiscence into the superior petrosal sinus. Reported symptoms included hearing loss in 60/116 patients (52%), vertigo in 54/116 (46%), pulsatile tinnitus in 35/116 (30%), autophony in 31/116 (27%), and oscillopsia in 16/116 (14%). Audiometry was evaluable in 92 ears, with 71/92 ears (77%) supporting the diagnosis of semicircular canal dehiscence and 21/92 (23%) being normal. Vestibular-evoked myogenic potential testing was evaluable in 39 ears, with 22/39 ears (56%) supporting the diagnosis.
ears (56%) supporting the diagnosis of SSCCD and 17/39 (44%) being normal.

**Posterior Semicircular Canal Dehiscence**

Posterior semicircular canal dehiscence is uncommon, with a reported frequency of 0.3%–4.5% on temporal bone CT and a post-mortem prevalence of 0.2%. The condition can occur sporadically or in association with superior canal dehiscence. Clinically, patients may also demonstrate the Tullio and Hennebert signs. Thin-collimation CT demonstrates the focal bony defect in the posterior semicircular canal (Fig. 5). Audiometry reveals an air-bone gap at frequencies below 1 kHz (Fig 6).

At Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary, 5 patients (8 ears) with posterior semicircular canal dehiscence were included in the teaching file from 2000 to 2011. Reported symptoms included hearing loss in 3/5 (60%), pulsatile tinnitus in 4/5 (80%), autophony in 2/5 (40%), classic vertigo in 1/5 (20%), and nonclassic vertigo in 1/5 (20%). Audiometry was evaluable in 4 ears, with 3/4 ears (75%) supporting the diagnosis of third window abnormalities and 1/4 (25%) being normal.

**Perilabyrinthine Fistula**

Destructive middle ear processes that erode the attenuated otic capsule can produce inadvertent communication with the inner ear, known as a perilabyrinthine fistula. When this involves the semicircular canals, vestibule, and/or scala vestibuli side of the cochlea, third window mechanics can result. The most common
etiology is chronic infection/inflammation, such as cholesteatoma or otitis media. The lateral semicircular canal is most frequently involved due to its location directly adjacent to the middle ear (Fig 7). On audiometry, cholesteatoma demonstrates a characteristic air-bone gap of middle ear origin, which is present at both low and high sound frequencies due to superimposed ossicular chain pathology (Fig 8). Rarely, cochlear-carotid dehiscence with the absence of the intervening bony partition can also occur (Fig 9). On audiometry, this condition demonstrates an air-bone gap that is greater at lower frequencies, similar to other third windows (Fig 10).

Other potential causes of perilabyrinthine fistula include trauma (Fig 11), an operation, and benign and neoplastic masses (Fig 12). Transverse temporal bone fractures are more likely to involve the petrous pyramid and violate the otic capsule. With this background abnormality, it is difficult or impossible to identify superimposed third window effects. In such cases, hearing is generally unrecoverable and audiometry is not performed, so a typical third window effect cannot be demonstrated.

At Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary, 43 patients (60 ears) with perilabyrinthine fistula of the semicircular canals, vestibule, and/or scala vestibuli side of the cochlea were included in the teaching file from 2000 to 2011. Etiologies were inflammatory in 45/60 (75%), traumatic/iatrogenic in 9/60 (15%), and neoplastic in 6/60 (10%). Anatomic sites of involvement included the lateral semicircular canal in 31/60 (52%), the superior semicircular canal in 12/60 (20%), the posterior semicircular canal in 4/60 (7%), the cochlea in 13/60 (22%), and the vestibule in 11/60 (18%). Reported symptoms included hearing loss in 21/43 (49%), vertigo in 13/43 (31%), otorhea in 13/43 (30%), and otalgia in 10/43 (23%).

**Enlarged Vestibular Aqueduct**

Enlarged vestibular aqueduct syndrome (EVAS) is a pathologic enlargement of the vestibular aqueduct at the level of the endolymphatic duct. In EVAS, the connection of the vestibular aqueduct to the vestibule is larger than normal, and this connection acts as a third window transmitting acoustic energy through the aqueduct to the dura. CT criteria are classically based on the transverse dimension of the vestibular aqueduct (Valvassori criterion: midpoint of ≥1.5 mm; Cincinnati criteria: midpoint of ≥1 mm or operculum of ≥2 mm), though the adjacent posterior semicircular canal often serves as a standard reference. Normative values by using the 45° oblique (Pöschl) projection have recently been established as 0.3–0.9 mm (mean, 0.5 mm) at the midpoint. The finding is frequently bilateral and can be seen either in
isolation or with various congenital conditions, including Pendred syndrome; coloboma, heart defect, atresia choanae (also known as choanal atresia), retarded growth and development, genital abnormality, and ear abnormality (CHARGE syndrome); and branchio-oto-renal syndrome. It has been reported that dehiscence of the vestibular aqueduct into the jugular bulb also exhibits third window mechanics (Fig 13).29-33

At audiometry, patients present with a complex and variable pattern of hearing loss. The sensorineural component of hearing loss is thought to result from potential associated cochleovestibular malformations and manifests at higher sound frequencies. The conductive component of hearing loss results from acoustic energy dissipation through an enlarged third window where the vestibular aqueduct joins the vestibule. This is evidenced by an audiometric air-bone gap at low frequencies but may be missed if bone conduction is not measured, particularly in young children who cannot tolerate a full audiologic examination.2,34-37 Vestibular-evoked myogenic potential studies may demonstrate increased vestibular organ responses on the side of pathology.38,39

At Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary, 98 patients (165 ears) with EVAS were included in the teaching file from 2000 to 2011. Sixty of 165 ears (36%) demonstrated associated cochleovestibular malformations. Reported symptoms at the time of imaging included hearing loss in 67/98 patients (68%) and vertigo in 6/98 (6%). Audiogram findings for EVAS varied widely, demonstrating mixed sensorineural and conductive components. Six patients
presumably acting as an anatomically diffuse or “distributed” third window (Figs 15 and 16). Postmortem micro-CT and temporal bone histology have demonstrated communications between the middle and inner ear that are too small to visualize on conventional CT. Air-bone gaps on audiometry have been reported in the literature but may be obscured by large conductive losses.2,49-54

CONCLUSIONS
Third window lesions classically present with auditory (hearing loss) and vestibular (Tullio and Hennebert syndromes) symptoms. On temporal bone CT, specific anatomic defects include superior semicircular canal dehiscence, posterior semicircular canal dehiscence, perilabyrinthine fistula, enlarged vestibular aqueduct, X-linked stapes gusher, and bone dyscrasias. Awareness of the various etiologies and correlation with an audiologic examination will help in diagnosing this multifaced disorder.
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